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INTRODUCTION

Some journals do not allow authors’ opinions to be published via letters to the editor (L2Es) and/or commentaries. This paper offers an explanation why these two important forms of scholarly communication are fundamental in the COVID-19 era. The open encouragement of the use of L2Es by editors sends a resoundingly positive voice of hope and optimism in a time of the COVID-19 pandemic when doubt, suspect editorial policies, and increasing cases of erroneous literature place a stress test on the integrity of journals, the literature they publish, and on the entire biomedical science scientific publishing enterprise. L2Es thus allow potential misinformation that exists in the media, social media or in the public domain to be debated and corrected within an academic context.

Academic journals, and their editors, have the full right to determine the scope, manuscript type, editor board, policies and ethical guidelines for their own journal for one simple reason: they have complete editorial independence. Yet, with that independence, comes stringent scrutiny and considerable responsibilities. In a global publishing landscape, there is increasing pressure not only to ensure that journals and their editors assume greater responsibility for what they publish, but to ensure that the integrity of what they publish is sound. This is not always the case, and by the intrinsic nature of human-based weaknesses of the peer review process and biases, the literature may be error-prone and faulty, poorly vetted or otherwise limited in its perspectives.

ACADEMIC FUNCTIONS OF LETTERS TO THE EDITOR AND COMMENTARIES

It is here that L2Es serve as a post-publication complement of peer review, even years after a paper has been published, to expand the debate on erroneous findings that were not detected during peer review, or different findings that might have emerged after peer review, but that might still be worthy of debate within the journal’s confines. Since L2Es tend to be short, typically about 500 words with a handful of references, they may fortify a journal’s content by supplementing new ideas, such as floating new hypotheses, while agreeing – or not – with stated hypotheses in a published paper, expanding scientific discourse beyond the confines of a published paper’s boundaries while also adding an element of scholarly diversification.

To reduce censorship and editorial bias, scientific inquiry and scholarly dialogue are fortified when L2E-based channels of open discussion exist within a moderated scholarly environment that allows for “pointed, constructive, critical dialogue.” The tone of a L2E should generally be respectful, and should not be pejorative or biased, elements that editors should work towards eliminating prior to publication. Rogers et al found that commentaries about PubMed-indexed clinical research papers tended to be more supportive of prior publications while L2Es failed their mission to some extent as a mechanism of critical appraisal. Unlike anonymous sources, which may be used in journalism, even though they carry risk, anonymous L2Es should not be allowed...
since authors of L2Es, like authors of the papers they critique, need to be held accountable for what they have written. In some cases, multiple L2Es might be published in response to a paper while more rarely, readers and editors can debate in a coordinated and responsive manner within the same L2E.

Occasionally, readers of papers with limitations might wish to comment officially, i.e. as a published comment, opinion, or L2E, on a published paper. L2Es, unlike longer commentaries, tend to be short, coherent, objective and clear. Very importantly, L2Es allow readers, academics and the public to hold a journal accountable for what it has published. In theory, they should have that right, but in practice, this is not always the case, and it is not uncommon to find journals that do not allow for the publication of manuscript types such as L2Es, where the findings of papers in their journal can be challenged, or where an alternative perspective (commentary) that does not necessarily challenge a paper’s findings, but rather enriches them, is allowed. This is unfortunate for several reasons: it truncates open debate about a published paper at the post-publication stage; it establishes that a discussion is finite, and cannot be challenged indefinitely; if editorials are allowed but not L2Es, it establishes an actual or perceived two-tiered level of expression, one superior (allowed exclusively for editors) and one inferior (not allowed for readers or other academics); it interferes with freedom of speech by not allowing potentially valid opinions to be fairly expressed; it establishes a wall of opacity and shuns transparency; and it reduces the lines of evidence that are essential for scholarly dialogue.

THE OPEN WAY FORWARD

This paper argues that journals have a scholarly and ideological responsibility to allow academics and others to publish counter-opinions, challenges and broader perspectives in their journal, in the form of short L2Es or longer commentaries. Academics should not be forced to challenge ideas that were published in an academic paper on social media or blogs simply because a journal does not provide a suitable or sufficiently robust platform for challenge and discussion. Naturally, the acceptance of a L2E is not automatic and arguments underlying the rejection must be clearly and logically formulated, while its content needs to be as strictly vetted as regular peer-reviewed and/or data-based articles. Rejections need to be fair, and should not be based on differences of opinion alone, since, by their nature, L2Es and commentaries carry bias, nor should they be based on space limitations if their content has value. Rather, rejections of L2Es should be based on fair academic arguments or the display of fundamental flaws, although the publication of L2Es that call out flaws do not always result in an improvement of the literature they call out. Finally, the acceptance or desk rejection of a L2E should be swift since they are usually limited to a few hundred words that can be screened within a few hours or days, at most.

A message needs to be sent to biomedical journals that do not publish L2Es and commentaries: rethink your editorial policies to accommodate these forms of scholarly dialogue and expression to allow for an equal-minded open and transparent approach to commentary and critique, even more so when critical analysis is needed, not only of COVID-19 literature, but all social, biomedical and healthcare papers. Authors should also be aware that under the current flood of COVID-19-related papers, that editors are also under pressure, and even L2Es, despite their brevity, can compound the pressure to effectively process information in their journal.
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